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Abstract

Coastal water autonomous boats rely on robust percep-
tion methods for obstacle detection and timely collision
avoidance. The current state-of-the-art is based on deep
segmentation networks trained on large datasets. Per-pixel
ground truth labeling of such datasets, however, is labor-
intensive and expensive. We observe that far less informa-
tion is required for practical obstacle avoidance – the loca-
tion of water edge on static obstacles like shore and approx-
imate location and bounds of dynamic obstacles in the wa-
ter is sufficient to plan a reaction. We propose a new scaf-
folding learning regime (SLR) that allows training obstacle
detection segmentation networks only from such weak anno-
tations, thus significantly reducing the cost of ground-truth
labeling. Experiments show that maritime obstacle segmen-
tation networks trained using SLR substantially outperform
the same networks trained with dense ground truth labels,
despite a significant reduction in labelling effort. Thus ac-
curacy is not sacrificed for labelling simplicity but is in fact
improved, which is a remarkable result.

1. Introduction
Autonomous boats are an emerging research area with

significant application potential in cross-ocean cargo ship-
ping, coastal environment control and man-made structure
inspection. Their autonomy crucially depends on percep-
tion capability, which is particularly challenging in environ-
ments like coastal waters, marinas, city canals and rivers.
There, the appearance of the navigable area – the water –
significantly varies with weather conditions, surroundings,
contains mirrored reflections of land and sun glitter. The ap-
pearance of potential obstacles is equally broad. Obstacles
may be static (e.g. shore and piers) or dynamic (e.g. boats,
swimmers, debris, buoys).

The current state-of-the-art approaches in maritime ob-
stacle detection harness the power of deep models [6, 41,
36] to capture the significant appearance variability and seg-
ment the onboard-captured RGB images into water, sky
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Figure 1: The proposed scaffolding learning regime allows
training a segmentation network using weak annotations
(upper right) without hampering the segmentation quality
in aspects important for the obstacle detection task (bottom
row), thus avoiding the need for laborious dense per-pixel
labeling of training images (upper left).

and obstacle classes (Figure 1). These methods are cur-
rently trained on carefully manually labeled segmentation
datasets [8], the annotation of which is laborious, error-
prone and costly.

Furthermore, obstacle avoidance does not require
equally high segmentation accuracy in all image regions.
For example, detecting the boundary between water and
shore is crucial for collision prevention, while accurate seg-
mentation of the shore-sky boundary is meaningless from
the perspective of obstacle avoidance. Similarly, missing
a few edge pixels on a swimmer will not cause a colli-
sion. But falsely classifying isolated patches of water pix-
els in front of the boat as obstacles will detrimentally af-
fect the control, causing frequent unnecessary stops. This
is reflected in recent marine benchmarks [9], where perfor-
mance is evaluated in terms of dynamic obstacle detection
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and water-edge estimation accuracy, while the segmentation
accuracy beyond the water-obstacle boundary is ignored.

The information meaningful for obstacle avoidance can
thus be encoded by water-obstacle boundaries of static ob-
stacles (we refer to these simply as water edges in the
following) and by bounding boxes to denote the location
and extent of dynamic obstacles. This raises the question
of whether this simpler task-oriented annotation procedure,
which takes less than a minute per image, can be lever-
aged for training segmentation networks, replacing labour-
intensive per-pixel labeling, which typically takes over 20
minutes per image [8].

We demonstrate that weak annotations can indeed form
strong constraints on the pixel labels. For example, all pix-
els below a water edge can be labelled as water except those
within obstacle bounding boxes. Similarly, pixels above the
horizon, which can be estimated from the on-board inertial
measurement unit (IMU) measurements [5], may be obsta-
cles or sky, but not water. These constraints can be extrap-
olated to generate partial labels, which are dense in some
regions while remaining ambiguous regions can be ignored
during training.

A typical segmentation network trained only from such
partial (i.e. incomplete) labels cannot be expected to reach
the desired accuracy, since the labels lack the information
required to train a robust decoder and refine the segmen-
tation. However, we hypothesize that these labels are suf-
ficient to learn powerful domain-specific visual features in
the encoder. The learned features can in turn be leveraged
for estimating the labels of ambiguous regions of the partial
labels.

Based on these observations, we propose a scaffolding
training regime (SLR) which is our main contribution. It
avoids the need for manually annotated per-pixel segmen-
tation labels, while simultaneously directing the network
to learn segmentation focused on the downstream obstacle
avoidance task. It utilizes the constraints from the ground-
truth water edge, obstacle bounding boxes and estimated
horizon to improve the encoder features. Features are in
turn used to refine the unlabeled regions of the constraints-
generated partial labels, which enables the training of a ro-
bust obstacle segmentation network. Experimental results
on the currently most challenging maritime obstacle detec-
tion dataset [9] show that models trained using SLR out-
perform models classically trained from full dense anno-
tations, which is a remarkable result. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first method for training obstacle de-
tection from weak annotations in the marine domain which
surpasses fully supervised training from dense labels.

2. Related work
In this section, we review the most recent works in mar-

itime obstacle detection (Section 2.1) and overview label-

efficient training methods for deep visual models (Sec-
tion 2.2).

2.1. Maritime obstacle detection

Similarly to the autonomous ground vehicles (AGV) do-
main, perception in marine robotics has been dominated by
deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in recent years.
Several works applied [23, 31, 41] or slightly extended [28]
general object detection models [34, 14] from other do-
mains to the aquatic domain for the detection of different
types of ships. While these approaches achieve state-of-the-
art results on the specific task of ship detection, they do not
address general dynamic obstacles (e.g. buoys, swimmers,
debris) and static obstacles (e.g. shore, land, piers, mooring
posts). The latter are especially problematic for obstacle de-
tection methods as they cannot be appropriately interpreted
as objects.

State-of-the-art methods thus address the general obsta-
cle detection by semantic segmentation. Recent works [8,
10] apply well-established semantic segmentation models
from the AGV domain [45, 12] to the marine domain and
outperform previous hand-crafted methods [21, 7, 5], but
still perform poorly on reflections and small obstacles. Sev-
eral works thus improve performance by maritime-domain-
specific modifications of deep architectures [20, 36]. No-
tably, [6] estimate the horizon location in the image from
an onboard IMU and propose an encoder-decoder architec-
ture that fuses the inertial information with the RGB im-
age for accurate semantic segmentation. This architecture
significantly improves obstacle detection and represents the
current state-of-the-art in the field.

2.2. Reducing the annotation effort

One of the bottlenecks in the development of deep seg-
mentation models is their reliance on large amounts of ac-
curately labeled training data. Unlike in the more mature
AGV domain, only a few (relatively small scale) segmenta-
tion datasets exist in the autonomous boats domain [8, 31],
which hampers development. In contrast, datasets with
weaker forms of annotation (e.g. bounding boxes) are much
more common [21, 33, 32, 7].

Recently methods for annotation-efficient training have
emerged, which focus on achieving the best model perfor-
mance for the least amount of manual annotation effort.
Semi-supervised methods [35, 17, 18, 30] utilize a small
set of images with dense annotations and a large set of un-
labeled images to capture the diversity of the data and thus
improve segmentation performance. However, as the an-
notation effort is mainly reduced by labeling fewer images,
such methods are more sensitive to labeling errors and can
only capture limited visual variation of open-ended classes
like obstacles.

Alternatively, instead of reducing the number of labeled
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Figure 2: The proposed scaffolding approach SLR is comprised of three steps, denoted by red, green and blue arrows. First
the model is warmed-up using constraint-generated partial labels (red). Dense pseudo labels are estimated by completing the
unknown regions in partial labels by softmax over similarity with instance prototypes computed from the warmed-up encoder
(green). Finally, the network is re-trained by the dense pseudo labels (blue).

images, weakly supervised methods reduce the annotation
effort by using weaker forms of labels. In the segmentation
domain, approaches like scribbles [24, 38, 43], point anno-
tations [3, 29, 2] and image-level labels [40, 16, 1, 39] have
been explored.

Among them, bounding boxes are relatively easy to an-
notate, while providing an informative constraint on the ob-
ject bounds. Their ubiquitous presence across various per-
ception datasets and domains makes them an ideal candi-
date for weakly supervised learning. Thus several works
investigated bounding boxes as a viable constraint for tasks
such as semantic segmentation [13, 22], instance segmenta-
tion [19, 15, 37] and video object segmentation [4, 44].

These approaches mainly focus on the segmentation of
foreground objects that can be well approximated by bound-
ing boxes. However, obstacle detection for AGVs or un-
manned surface vehicles (USVs) also requires accurate esti-
mation of boundaries between background classes (e.g. wa-
ter edge, road boundary), where such approaches cannot be
applied. In contrast, our proposed scaffolding method is
able to efficiently learn background classes boundaries as
well, utilizing the information from water-edge annotations
and the estimated horizon location.

3. Learning to segment by scaffolding

At a high level, our scaffolding learning regime (SLR)
gradually improves the trained model by iterating between

improving the network parameters (i.e. training) and im-
proving the dense pseudo labels. In practice, the learning
is unfolded into three steps (Figure 2). In the first step (i.e.
feature warm-up) the network is trained using partial labels,
which are constructed from weak annotations and domain
constraints. In the second step, unknown regions in partial
labels are estimated based on encoder feature similarity to
class prototypes. Finally, the network is re-trained with the
estimated dense pseudo labels. These three steps are de-
tailed in Section 3.1, Section 3.2 and Section 3.3.

3.1. Feature warm-up

The purpose of the feature warm-up step is to learn
domain-specific encoder features and initial segmentation
predictions. To achieve this, we supervise the network in
a weakly supervised way. Specifically, combining domain
knowledge and weak annotations, we can label certain re-
gions of an input image I ∈ RW×H×3 with high confi-
dence, while others remain unlabeled, producing partial la-
bels Y̊ ∈ [0, 1]W×H×3 (Section 3.1.1), which can be used
to supervise the model through a standard segmentation loss
(Section 3.1.2).

3.1.1 Partial labels from weak annotations

To generate partial labels Y̊ = (Y̊w, Y̊s, Y̊o) for the water,
sky and obstacle class respectively, we introduce domain-
specific constraints (Figure 3) extrapolated from (i) obsta-
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Figure 3: Domain-specific constraints are computed from
weak annotations and the estimated horizon (upper left).
The horizon and the water edge annotations restrict occur-
rence of water and sky labels (upper right, lower left), while
bounding boxes restrict obstacle occurrence (lower right).

cle annotations and (ii) horizon location estimated from the
IMU. The estimated horizon splits the image into two sets:
regions above it (H↑) and regions below it (H↓). Similarly,
water edge annotations define sets W ↑ and W ↓ for regions
above and below, respectively, and bounding boxes define
the set O of rectangular regions tightly containing dynamic
obstacles.

Using this notation, we can define class-restricted re-
gions Cc, in which the class c cannot appear. Namely, wa-
ter pixels cannot appear above the horizon or water edge
(Cw = H↑ ∪ W ↑), sky pixels cannot appear below the
horizon or water edge (Cs = H↓ ∪W ↓) and obstacle pixels
cannot appear outside object bounding boxes, except above
the water edge (Co = OC \W ↑). We can thus set the prob-
ability for class c of a pixel i to 0 inside the respective re-
stricted area

Y̊i
c = 0; i ∈ Cc. (1)

The corresponding labels within the areas, in which a single
possible class remains after applying the constraints, are set
to 1 – we refer to such areas as constrained. The remaining
areas are unconstrained since more than one class is possi-
ble and we set the labels therein to 0 for all classes. This
formulation allows labels to be treated as certainties for in-
dividual classes. Areas with Y̊i

w = Y̊i
s = Y̊i

o = 0 will
effectively be ignored in the segmentation loss and not con-
tribute to feature learning.

From obstacle annotations, we can also infer that a pixel
i, located immediately above the water edge, must belong
to the obstacle class (Y̊i

o = 1). Note that with the dis-
tance from the water edge the probability decreases. Thus

Partial labels Dense pseudo labels

water edge
distance heuristic

Figure 4: Weak annotation constraints from Figure 3 gen-
erate partial labels (left) with black denoting regions of un-
known labels (ignored in training). The labels of these un-
known regions are estimated from the warmed-up encoder
features and down-weighted, producing dense pseudo labels
(right). Yellow, blue and purple color represent the obstacle,
water and sky class respectively, while the color intensity
represents the pixel’s training weight.

we set the certainty of obstacle class for pixels above the
water edge using a distance heuristic

Y̊i∈W↑

o =

{
exp (−βW di) if di < θW ,
0 otherwise

(2)

where di ≥ 0 denotes the distance of the pixel i from the
nearest water edge (in pixels) and βW is a scaling hyperpa-
rameter. To prevent learning wrong class labels in highly
uncertain areas, we define a distance cutoff threshold θW ,
beyond which obstacle certainty is set to 0. The resulting
partial masks are visualized in Figure 4.

3.1.2 Training

The model warm-up is supervised by the loss function

Lwu = Lfoc(Y̊) + λ1Lpairwise + λ2Lproj, (3)

where Lfoc(Y̊) is a focal (segmentation) loss term [26] on
the generated partial labels Y̊ (Section 3.1.1).

Dynamic obstacles are not uniquely labeled by con-
straints and cannot be learned from Y̊. We thus leverage the
bounding box annotations with a projection loss Lproj [37].
The projection loss provides a weak constraint on the seg-
mentation of an obstacle, forcing the horizontal and verti-
cal projection of the segmentation mask to match the edges
of the bounding box. We apply this loss for all annotated
bounding boxes. Further regularization is applied by using
a pairwise loss [37] Lpairwise. This loss encourages equal
labels on visually similar neighboring pixels. We adapt the
pairwise loss term to a multiclass setting and apply it over
the entire image (instead of per-object) so that it also su-
pervises ambiguous areas outside dynamic obstacle annota-
tions (e.g. sky-obstacle boundary). We use the parameters
from [37].
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3.2. Estimating dense pseudo labels from features

In this step, we estimate labels of unconstrained regions
in the partial labels from encoder features of the model from
the warm-up phase (Section 3.1) producing dense pseudo
labels Ỹ. This process is based on the assumption, that
locations corresponding to the same class cluster together
in the feature latent space. Let Ŷ = (Ŷw, Ŷs, Ŷo) ∈
[0, 1]W×H×3 be the model predictions (probabilities) for
the water, sky and obstacle class and F ∈ RW×H×C be
the feature maps produced by the encoder for an input im-
age I. Let r(·) be a function that corrects (i.e. consolidates)
the labels according to the constraints – probabilities for re-
stricted classes are set to 0 as in (1).

From the consolidated predictions R = r(Ŷ), class pro-
totypes are constructed. A class prototype pc is a single
feature vector describing the class c and is computed as a
masked average pooling over the features

pc =

∑
i∈I R

i
cF

i∑
i∈I R

i
c

, (4)

where Fi and Ri
c denote the features and consolidated prob-

abilities of class c at an image location i. Because dynamic
obstacle appearance might vary greatly across instances, we
use separate prototypes pd1

, ...,pdN
for individual dynamic

obstacles in the image (according to the annotations) and
a separate single prototype pst for all the remaining static
obstacles. Two prototypes, pw and ps, are extracted for the
water and sky class respectively.

To re-estimate the class labels based on the features, we
first compute feature similarity with the prototypes at ev-
ery image location to produce similarity maps S for each of
the prototypes. The similarity map Sc for class c at image
location i is computed by cosine similarity

Si
c =

Fi · pc

∥Fi∥ ∥pc∥
. (5)

Obstacle similarity maps are then merged into So as fol-
lows: similarity maps for each of the dynamic obstacle
(Sd1 , ...,SdN

) are applied inside their respective obstacle
bounding boxes, and the static obstacle similarity map Sst

is used elsewhere. In areas where annotations of multiple
dynamic obstacles overlap, the maximum of their respec-
tive similarities is used.

The per-class probabilities at each position i are com-
puted as a softmax over the class similarities, i.e.

P̃i
c =

exp(βS Si
c)∑

k exp(βS Si
k)

, (6)

where S = (Sw,Ss,So) are the class similarity maps and
βS is a scaling hyperparameter. The resulting probabilities
are consolidated with the domain-specific constraints (Sec-
tion 3.1.1) to remove impossible configurations.

Finally, the obtained per-class probabilities are used as
most likely estimates of the missing labels in the uncon-
strained areas, yielding Y̊. Additionally, the labels in the
unconstrained areas are scaled by w < 1 to give less weight
to uncertain labels. The final dense pseudo labels (Figure 4)
at a position i are thus defined as

Ỹi =

{
w r(P̃i) if i unconstrained,
Y̊i if i constrained.

(7)

3.3. Re-training with dense pseudo labels

In the final step, the segmentation network is re-trained
from scratch using the dense pseudo labels Ỹ. Learning is
supervised by the loss

Lrt = Lfoc(Ỹ) + λ1Lpairwise + λ3Lws, (8)

where Lfoc(Ỹ) is a focal loss on the dense pseudo labels,
Lpairwise is the pairwise loss term defined in Section 3.1.2
and Lws is the WaSR water separation loss [6]. The pro-
jection loss term is omitted since the dynamic obstacle seg-
mentation is now supervised through the generated dense
pseudo labels instead.

4. Results
The proposed scaffolding learning regime (SLR) is

evaluated on the most recent maritime obstacle detection
benchmark MODS [9], which contains approximately 100
annotated sequences captured under various conditions.
The evaluation protocol reflects the detection performance
meaningful for practical USV navigation and separately
evaluates (i) the accuracy of obstacle-water edge estimation
for static obstacles and (ii) the detection performance for
dynamic obstacles.

Water-edge accuracy (AW ) is computed as the average
distance from the ground truth edge, while dynamic ob-
stacle detection is evaluated in terms of true-positive (TP),
false-positive (FP) and false-negative (FN) detections and
summarized by the F1 measure, precision (Pr) and recall
(Re). A dynamic obstacle counts as detected (TP) if the
coverage of the segmentation inside the ground truth bound-
ing box is sufficient, otherwise the obstacle counts as unde-
tected (FN). Predicted segmentations outside of the ground
truth bounding boxes count as false positive detections. De-
tection performance is reported over the entire visible nav-
igable area and separately only within a 15m danger zone
from the USV, where the detection performance is critical
for immediate collision prevention.

The maritime obstacle dataset MaSTr1325 [8], which
contains 1325 fully segmented images recorded by a USV,
is used for training. To test the proposed scaffolding learn-
ing regime, the dataset was annotated with weak annota-
tions (water edge and bounding boxes). Following [8], the
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Table 1: Ablation study results in terms of obstacle detection performance and water-edge accuracy (AW ). C : no constraint
consolidation during Step 2 (dense pseudo-label estimation); F: features are not used in Step 2; RT no model re-training
(i.e. without Steps 2 and 3); PL: no pairwise loss; DW: model warm-up is supervised by dense ground-truth

Overall Danger zone (<15m)

AW Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1

SLR 11.5 94.4 92.1 93.2 78.4 95.0 85.9

SLRC 11.6 93.8 90.3 92.0 78.5 92.9 85.1
SLRF 10.2 93.3 90.0 91.6 64.7 93.2 76.4
SLRRT 8.9 89.9 94.1 91.9 30.4 97.4 46.3
SLRPL 12.3 93.2 91.8 92.5 77.3 94.4 85.0
SLRDW 11.2 95.9 90.5 93.1 77.1 93.2 84.4

Table 2: Comparison of methods trained by the new scaffolding training regime (SLR) using weak annotations and state-of-
the-art methods trained classically with dense ground truth labels. The methods trained using SLR are denoted by (·)SLR.
Performance is reported in terms of F1 score, precision (Pr), recall (Re) and water-edge accuracy (AW ).

Overall Danger zone (<15m)

AW Pr Re F1 Pr Re F1

RefineNet [25] 11 89.0 93.0 91.0 45.1 98.1 61.8
DeepLabV3 [11] 10 80.1 92.7 86.0 18.6 98.4 31.3
BiSeNet [42] 10 90.5 89.9 90.2 53.7 97.0 69.1
WaSR [6] 11.0 95.5 89.9 92.6 62.8 92.9 75.0

DeepLabV3SLR 11.6 94.1 87.2 90.5 74.1 95.0 83.3
WaSRSLR 11.5 94.4 92.1 93.2 78.4 95.0 85.9

networks are trained in 12 image batches, with RMSProp
optimizer momentum 0.9, initial learning rate 10−6, stan-
dard polynomial reduction decay 0.9 and with random im-
age augmentations.

SLR is analyzed using the most recent maritime obstacle
detection network WaSR [6], which employs a ResNet-101
pre-trained on COCO [27] as the encoder. In warm-up and
re-training phases, the decoder is randomly initialized, and
features from the penultimate encoder residual block (third)
are used in the dense pseudo-label estimation phase (Sec-
tion 3.2). The focal loss parameter is set to γ = 2, while
the remaining hyperparamters are set to λ1 = λ2 = 1,
λ3 = 10−4, βW = 0.5, θW = 12, βS = 20 and w = 0.5.
In a preliminary study, we determined that the performance
of the model is not sensitive to the exact values of the hy-
perparameters. The number of training epochs in warm-up
and re-training is set to 25 and 50, respectively.

4.1. Ablation study

Results of the ablation study are summarized in Table 1.
We first evaluate the impact of applying constraints dur-
ing the dense pseudo-label estimation step (Section 3.2). A
version that does not apply the constraints during this step

(SLRC ) incurs a 0.9% and 1.3% performance drop in water
edge estimation and F1 score, respectively. Directly using
model predictions as the class probabilities instead of gener-
ating similarities from features (SLRF ) leads to a substan-
tial detection performance drop (1.7% overall and 11.7%
within the danger zone). This drop is mainly due to the in-
creased number of FPs.

Next, we train only with the warm-up step and skip the
re-training step (SLRRT). For a fair comparison, the num-
ber of epochs is increased to 75 to match the total number
of epochs in SLR. Skipping re-training results in 1.7% and
59.9% detection performance drop overall and within the
danger zone, respectively. This is mainly due to a substan-
tial increase in FPs (example in Figure 6).

Finally, we analyze the contribution of the pairwise loss
(SLRPL). Disabling this loss incurs the smallest obstacle
detection performance reduction (0.8% F1 overall and 1.1%
inside the danger zone).

We also analyze the significance of annotation accuracy
in the warm-up phase. We thus replace the partial labels
in the warm-up stage with full per-pixel ground truth labels
(SLRDW). We find that better initial labels do not result in
better performance but in fact cause a minor decrease (0.1%
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Figure 5: WaSR (fully-supervised) vs. WaSRSLR trained using the proposed scaffolding approach. WaSR often predicts
false positive detections on water reflections of obstacles (columns 1 and 2), while WaSRSLR is more robust. WaSRSLR also
performs well in difficult scenarios such as wakes (column 3) and heavy reflections (column 4). Best viewed on a screen.

After re-trainingAfter warm-up

Figure 6: Effects of model re-training using the estimated
dense pseudo labels. After the initial warm-up phase (left),
the network tends to predict FPs on unseen data (e.g. reflec-
tions). Re-training improves performance by reducing FPs
(right).

F1 overall and 1.7% inside the danger zone).

4.2. Increasing the scaffolding height

SLR is composed of three steps, however, additional
iterations of the last two steps might lead to further
improvements. We thus analyze the models in which
the dense pseudo-label estimation and network re-training
(Section 3.2 and Section 3.3) are executed multiple times.
Dense pseudo-label estimation is performed based on the

Table 3: Results of increasing the network re-training itera-
tions (including dense pseudo-label estimation) in terms of
F1 calculated overall and inside the danger zone (F1D), and
water-edge estimation accuracy (AW ).

iterations AW F1 F1D

1 11.3 93.5 86.1
2 11.5 93.2 85.4
3 11.8 93.0 86.3

predictions and features of the previous model. Results pre-
sented in Table 3 indicate that performance saturates after
a single re-training step. We thus conclude that a single re-
training after the warm-up stage is sufficient.

4.3. Comparison with the state-of-the-art

Finally, we compare the performance of the SLR-trained
networks and classically-trained state-of-the-art methods
from [9] (RefineNet [25], DeepLabV3 [11], BiSeNet [42]
and WaSR [6]). In addition to WaSR, we also demon-
strate SLR on DeepLabV3 – in the following, we refer to
these two networks as WaSRSLR and DeepLabV3SLR. Re-
fineNet, DeepLabV3, BiSeNet and WaSR are trained on
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Table 4: Segmentation accuracy of fully-supervised WaSR
trained on dense labels and WaSR trained with SLR in
terms of intersection over union for water, sky and obsta-
cles (IoUw, IoUs,IoUo) and classification accuracy (Acc).

IoUw IoUs IoUo Acc

Full supervision 99.7 99.8 98.0 99.8
SLR 99.4 99.3 94.2 99.5

Figure 7: Segmentations obtained by WaSR trained on
dense ground truth (left) and with using SLR (right).

MaSTr1325 [8] with per-pixel ground truth labels, while
DeepLabV3SLR and WaSRSLR are trained with weak an-
notations only. Results are shown in Table 2.

Both DeepLabV3SLR and WaSRSLR outperform their
counterparts DeepLabV3 and WaSR. WaSRSLR outper-
forms WaSR by 0.6% and 13.5% in terms of F1 score
overall and inside the danger zone, respectively. Similarly,
DeepLabV3SLR outperforms its counterpart by 5.1% and
90.8% in terms of F1 score overall and inside the danger
zone, respectively. The results are remarkable, given that
WaSRSLR and DeepLabV3SLR are trained on a drastically
simplified annotation scheme consisting only of obstacle
bounding boxes and water edges. Note that WaSRSLR out-
performs all other methods and sets a new state-of-the-art
on the MODS benchmark.

We find that models trained from obstacle annotations
(i.e. using SLR) tend to be much more robust and achieve
much greater detection precision without significant loss
in detection recall. For example, in DeepLabV3SLR the
precision inside the danger zone is increased from 18.6%
(DeepLabV3) to 74.1% while the recall drops from 98.4%
to 95.0% resulting in a much better overall performance.
This is mainly due to the reduction in the number of false-
positive detections, to which fully-supervised models seem

to be much more sensitive as demonstrated in Figure 5. Be-
cause weak annotations contain very little information to
guide the segmentation above water, models trained with
SLR produce slightly less accurate segmentation masks
above the water edge, missing features like ship masts and
thin towers (Figure 5). However, this does not impact ob-
stacle avoidance as the segmentation beyond the predicted
water edge is not important in the downstream task.

4.4. Segmentation vs. detection quality

To further compare SLR with standard fully-supervised
training on dense labels, we re-trained WaSR with the two
training regimes on MaSTr1325, randomly split into train-
ing (70%) and test (30%) images. Results are shown in
Table 4. The segmentation quality of WaSR trained with
SLR closely matches that of trained fully supervised, al-
beit at a 4% IoU reduction on obstacles. Note that the IoU
drop is due to errors incurred in regions not critical for ob-
stacle detection (above the water edge) and slightly over-
segmented objects (Figure 7). This also demonstrates why
IoU is not practical for measuring obstacle detection ca-
pability and is in line with observations in Figure 5 (first
two columns), where the fully-supervised network would
attain a higher IoU on account of better segmenting the boat
masts, yet produces more FPs and misses a small obstacle
(third column) compared to the SLR-trained network.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a novel scaffolding learning regime (SLR)
for training maritime obstacle-detection-by-segmentation
models using only weak annotations, which focuses on as-
pects important for obstacle detection. Models trained with
SLR not only match the performance of fully supervised
training but outperform them by a considerable margin,
which is an exceptional result. Furthermore, we show that
SLR is general and can be applied successfully to exist-
ing segmentation models and offers new efficient training
means for future maritime obstacle detection methods.

SLR will enable the creation of large maritime obsta-
cle detection datasets with reduced (over 20 fold) annota-
tion effort and allow allocation of more resources to the
development of better detection architectures. We specu-
late that similar methodology could also be applied to tasks
such as domain transfer and beyond maritime domain to au-
tonomous cars, using appropriate domain constraints for-
mulations. These directions will be the topics of our future
work.
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